MS3 Independent Clinical Elective

Minimum of 80 hours of clinical work in a single discipline supervised by a DMS faculty member. Clinical shifts must between no shorter than 4 hours and no longer than 12 hours.

Students are responsible for the entirety of the work for this elective including finding a preceptor, scheduling shifts and gathering assessments. Must complete approval form (will require signature from designated department approver) and submit to Medical Education Department through Canvas.

Must collect a signed assessment after each shift and submit to Canvas following the final shift.

Elective must be completed and all assessment forms submitted in the spring semester of the ILD course (early January to third week of May).

Timeline:

- Early October: Canvas Course Opens
- First week in November: Notify Gabe Portillo by email if shifts will take place at outpatient clinics
- Second week in December: Approval Forms Due
- Third Week in May: Assessment Forms Due